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Abstract 
Purpose: The aim of this study was to compare patient-reported quality of life (QOL) scores after accelerated par-

tial breast irradiation (APBI) using interstitial brachytherapy vs. external beam whole breast radiotherapy (WBRT) for 
breast cancer. 

Material and methods: Women with breast cancer treated with WBRT or APBI after breast conservation surgery 
were enrolled in this prospective study. Single cross-sectional QOL assessment was performed using EORTC QLQ-C30 
and BR-23 questionnaires. Patients treated with APBI were propensity-score matched to similar cohort of patients treat-
ed with WBRT. QOL scores were analyzed for the entire unmatched cohort and compared between the two matched 
cohorts using Student’s two-tailed t-test. P-value of < 0.05 was considered statistically significant, and a 10-point dif-
ference between mean scores was considered clinically meaningful. 

Results: A total of 64 APBI patients were matched with 99 WBRT patients out of the entire study cohort of 320 cases. 
QOL scores for functional scales of QLQ-C30 were similar between the two groups for both matched and unmatched 
cohorts, while symptom scores of QLQ-C30 did not show any clinically significant difference. Functional scales of BR-23  
did not show any clinical or statistically significant difference. Among symptom scales of BR-23, scores were similar for 
APBI and WBRT groups except for a worse score of “upset by hair loss” sub-scale in the brachytherapy group of the 
matched cohort (51.9 vs. 22.7, p = 0.006). 

Conclusions: Patients undergoing APBI reported similar QOL compared to WBRT when matched for various factors. 
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Purpose 
For early breast cancer patients undergoing breast 

conservation therapy, accelerated partial breast irradia-
tion (APBI) offers the advantage of shorter overall treat-
ment time for appropriately selected patients [1, 2]. It is an 
acceptable alternative to external whole breast radiother-
apy (WBRT), with reduced toxicity and improved cos-
metic outcomes [3, 4]. Out of various techniques available 
to deliver APBI, multi-channel nylon catheter-based in-
terstitial brachytherapy is the most established technique 
[5]. Many studies published physician-reported and pa-
tient-reported cosmetic outcomes with APBI in compar-
ison with WBRT [6, 7]. Comparison of patients’ quality 

of life (QOL) is an integral part of outcomes reporting 
while evaluating different treatment modalities. Various 
Western retrospective and prospective randomized stud-
ies have shown similar cosmesis and QOL outcomes with 
APBI and WBRT [8-10]. In the absence of randomized 
data from Indian population, matching APBI and WBRT 
patients’ cohorts for important factors could improve the 
quality of comparison of QOL scores. These factors con-
sist of treatment aspects, such as type of primary breast 
surgery, type of endocrine therapy, receipt of adjuvant 
chemotherapy, tumor factors, like tumor and nodal stage, 
and patient factors, including age and menopausal status 
[11, 12]. Therefore, this study employed a propensity- 
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score matched pair analysis for comparing short-term  
patient-reported QOL scores after APBI and WBRT in 
a prospective manner. 

Material and methods 
This was a prospective observational cross-sectional 

study, approved by the institutional review board. 

Patients’ selection 

Women with breast cancer, who had undergone 
breast-conserving surgery followed by adjuvant radio-
therapy, and attending every 6 months follow-up visits at 
our institute were screened for this study. These patients 
who were within a follow-up period of 18 to 36 months 
post-radiotherapy were enrolled in the present study, af-
ter obtaining a written informed consent. Patients with 
mastectomy, bilateral breast cancer, or reconstructive 
procedures were excluded from the research. Breast-con-
serving surgery comprised of lumpectomy, with a 1-2 cm 
clearance for all cases. For all the patients without clinical 
evidence of nodal involvement, axillary sampling was 
done, and lymph node negative status was confirmed on 
frozen section intra-operatively. For patients with clini-
cally positive nodal disease and those with positive nodes 
on axillary sampling, complete axillary dissection was 
performed for level I-III axillary nodes. 

Treatment details 

For patients undergoing WBRT, radiotherapy was 
started either four to six weeks after surgery (for patients 
not planned for adjuvant chemotherapy), or two to four 
weeks after completion of adjuvant chemotherapy. Every 
patient underwent computerized tomography (CT)-based 
radiotherapy planning. WBRT was delivered with mega-
voltage photons using 3-dimensional conformal technique 
(3D-CRT). Hypofractionated dose schedule of 40 Gy in  
15 fractions daily to the entire breast was used, with five 
fractions a week. This was followed by sequential boost to 
the tumor bed to a dose of 12.5 Gy in five daily fractions 
over one week using enface electrons. Ipsilateral supracla-
vicular region was also treated to 40 Gy in 15 fractions for 
patients who had pathologically node-positive disease or 
T3/T4 stage of the disease. No patient received axillary ra-
diotherapy or prophylactic internal mammary irradiation. 

APBI was performed with multi-catheter intersti-
tial brachytherapy technique using flexible nylon cath-
eters, either intra-operatively or post-operatively after 
breast-conserving surgery by open cavity technique. Pa-
tients’ selection criteria, procedure of implant, and dosi-
metric considerations have been described in detail pre-
viously [13]. A dose of 34 Gy in 10 fractions or 32 Gy in  
8 fractions was prescribed to clinical target volume 
(CTV), applied twice daily, at least 6 hours apart. APBI 
began on the third day after intra-operative implant or 
on the same day as the post-operative implant. If chemo-
therapy was planned, a gap of two to three weeks was 
provided between APBI and chemotherapy. For hormone 
receptor-positive disease, appropriate endocrine therapy 
was advised as per institutional protocol to all patients. 

QOL assessment 

After patient’s consent to participate in the study, 
a single cross-sectional QOL assessment was completed. 
EORTC QLQ-C30 and BR-23 questionnaires (English and 
validated translations in Hindi and Marathi) were used 
for the QOL assessment. QLQ-C30 assesses six function 
scales (physical, role, emotional, cognitive, social, and 
global health status) and eight symptom scales (fatigue, 
nausea/vomiting, pain, dyspnea, insomnia, appetite loss, 
constipation, diarrhea, and financial difficulties). Breast 
specific module QLQ-BR23 evaluates four symptom 
scales (systemic therapy side effects, breast symptoms, 
arm symptoms, and upset by hair loss) and four function-
al scales (body image, sexual functioning, sexual enjoy-
ment, and future perspective). 

Statistical analysis 

Patients treated with APBI were propensity-score 
matched to a similar cohort of WBRT using nearest 
neighborhood algorithm with calliper width of 0.2 for 
covariates known to effect body image significantly, as 
described previously [14]. These covariates included 
menopausal status, size of the surgical cavity (< 100 cc  
vs. > 100 cc), size of the tumor in greatest dimension 
(pathological tumor size < 2 cm vs. ≥ 2 cm), number of 
lymph nodes dissected, treatment with any chemother-
apy (neoadjuvant or adjuvant), and treatment with hor-
monal therapy. QOL scores for all the items and scales 
were linearly transformed to 0-100 points scale, accord-
ing to the EORTC QOL scoring manual. Mean scores for 
each domain were analyzed for the entire unmatched 
cohort as well as compared between the two matched 
cohorts using Student’s two-tailed t-test. A p-value 
of < 0.05 was considered statistically significant, and 
a 10-point difference between the mean scores was 
considered as clinically significant. Mean QOL scores 
were also compared with EORTC reference values for 
QOL scores in stage I-II breast cancer, and with mean 
QOL scores at 3-years follow-up from the GEC-ESTRO 
randomized trial of APBI vs. WBRT [10]. All statistical 
analyses were performed using SPSS version 21.0 (IBM 
Corp.).

Results 
A total of 320 consecutive eligible patients on a fol-

low-up were enrolled into the study from January 2017 
to June 2018. Table 1 shows baseline characteristics for 
these patients. 

The patients had received adjuvant RT from January 
2015 to November 2016. QOL scores from a single as-
sessment during the time period of 18-36 months after 
radiotherapy were reported in the present study. The 
quality-of-life data was collected during the patients’ 
follow-up visits. Of the total 320 patients, 80 were treat-
ed with APBI and 240 with WBRT. In the APBI group, 
82% patients received brachytherapy dose of 34 Gy in  
10 fractions, while 18% received 32 Gy in 8 fractions. In 
the WBRT cohort, almost all of the patients (n = 228, 95%) 
were treated with conventional or 3D-CRT technique us-
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ing bitangential portals. The most common dose prescrip-
tion for WBRT was 40 Gy in 15 fractions over three weeks 
(n = 207) to the entire breast. Sequential tumor bed boost 
of 12.5 Gy in 5 fractions over one week was delivered us-
ing electrons. Median cavity size was 99 cc and 118.1 cc in 
the APBI and WBRT cohorts, respectively, as measured 
in simulation CT images at the time of radiotherapy plan-
ning. Any aspiration procedure, if recommended, was 
performed prior to the simulation CT. Median follow-up 
was 26 months and 24 months for the APBI and WBRT 
cohorts, respectively. 

Using the propensity-score matching, a total of  
64 APBI patients were matched with 99 WBRT patients 
out of the entire study cohort of 320 cases. Details of pro-
pensity-score matching have been reported along with 
analysis of cosmetic outcomes previously [14]. Mean 
QOL scores for the matched cohorts of WBRT and APBI 
are shown in Table 2, and scores for the unmatched co-
horts are presented in Appendix 1. Statistically signifi-
cant difference was observed for QOL scores in the role 
function, cognitive function, pain, appetite loss, and hair 
loss sub-scales between the matched WBRT and APBI 
groups. However, none of the differences in these do-
mains of QLQ-C30 and BR-23 reached clinically signifi-
cant difference of 10 points, except for the hair loss. There 
was a small difference of 5-10 points favoring WBRT for 
the role function (97.0 vs. 91.4, p = 0.015), pain (8.2 vs. 
16.1, p = 0.017), and appetite loss (3.7 vs. 10.9, p = 0.015) 
domains. Only a quarter of the patients in the matched 
cohort (40 of 163; WBRT = 22, APBI = 18) responded to 
the question of ‘upset by hair loss’, of which nine report-
ed significant bother (‘quite a bit’/‘very much’). Mean 
score for the ‘upset by hair loss’ sub-scale was signifi-
cantly higher in the APBI group (51.9 vs. 22.7, p = 0.006). 
However, hair loss is primarily an adverse effect attrib-
utable to chemotherapy, and here, out of the quarter of 
patients reporting any hair loss, 23% did not receive any 
chemotherapy. No other factor accounting for hair loss 
could be identified. 

Discussion 
Interstitial brachytherapy is an invasive procedure, 

and differences in some QOL domains as compared to 
WBRT can be expected in the first year of follow-up after 
radiotherapy, as the catheter marks fade and tumor bed 
heals. Certainly, a few longitudinal studies on APBI as-
sessing change in patients’ QOL over time suggested that 
scores tend to improve over first two years after comple-
tion of treatment [8, 15]. Our study included patients who 
were 18 to 36 months post-radiotherapy, and by this time, 
the acute and sub-acute toxicities subsided; therefore, 
QOL could be expected to stabilize. This might explain 
the absence of clinically relevant differences in scores of 
all the QOL domains (i.e., < 10-point difference), despite 
a few of them reaching statistical significance. 

If patient’s characteristics were considered for un-
matched WBRT and APBI groups, the patients were 
selected for APBI based on strict recommendations 
by global professional societies [2, 16], which include 
post-menopausal women with T1-T2 stage, node-nega-
tive breast cancer. Large majority of women not fulfilling 
these criteria are treated with WBRT, along with more 
extensive surgery and/or more intensive chemotherapy, 
depending on the tumor stage. Propensity-score match-
ing between APBI and WBRT groups negates the con-
founding influence of these factors related to patients’ 
selection, tumor stage, and treatment toxicity upon the 
QOL scores. Moreover, it improves the quality of com-
parison, even though it reduces the number of observa-
tions in order to balance the data. The covariates used for 
propensity-score matching are the ones shown to signifi-
cantly influence the body image. 

The threshold for clinically meaningful difference 
used in this study was based on the results of QOL stud-
ies from many cancer sites including breast cancer, and 
estimating a 5-10 points change in QOL score as ‘small’ or 
‘trivial’, 10-20 points change as ‘moderate’, and > 20 points 
change as ‘large’ [17-19]. Alternatively, a threshold of half 
the standard deviation (SD = 0.5) can be used to deter-

Table 1. Patients’ characteristics 

Variable Overall 
(N = 320) 

Propensity-matched cohort (N = 163)

WBRT (n = 99) APBI (n = 64) p-value 

Age (years), mean 51 ±10 55 ±7.2 60 ±7 0.24 

Menopausal status 0.84 

Pre-/peri-menopausal 112 (35%) 3 (3%) 1 (1.6%) 

Post-menopausal 208 (65%) 96 (97%) 63 (98.4%) 

Diabetes mellitus 45 (14%) 18 (18%) 13 (20.3%) 0.73 

Pathological T stage  0.33 

T1 106 (33.1%) 34 (35%) 28 (43.8%) 

T2 210 (65.6%) 62 (62%) 36 (56.3%) 

T3 4 (1.2%) 3 (3%) 0 (0%) 

Median no. of nodes dissected (range) 15 (1-40) 13 (3-36) 10 (1-36) 0.23 

Cavity volume (cc), median 110  118.1  99  0.33 

Chemotherapy, n (%) 309 (96.6%) 80 (80%) 44 (68.8%) 0.28 

Hormonal therapy, n (%) 195 (60.9%) 61 (61.6%) 41 (64.1%) 0.55 
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mine clinically relevant change [20]. Although the former 
interpretation of small/moderate/large difference could 
be simplistic, it is more practical, easier to interpret and 
compare, and therefore preferred for integrating QOL 
end points in large clinical trials [10, 21]. The present 
study demonstrates statistically significant differences in 
scores for the role and cognitive function, pain, appetite 
loss, and hair loss, but none, except hair loss, reached the 
10-point threshold of clinical significance. The difference 
in ‘upset by hair loss’ domain was not attributable to ei-
ther of the two radiotherapy modalities, occurring most 
likely due to small number of respondents. 

To put our results in context of early breast cancer 
patients globally, the mean QOL scores observed in the 
matched pair cohorts of WBRT and APBI in the pres-

ent study were compared to the EORTC reference mean 
QOL scores for stage I-II breast cancer patients, and 
with the mean QOL scores at 3-years follow-up from the 
GEC-ESTRO randomized trial of APBI vs. WBRT [10] 
(Figures 1 and 2). EORTC reference values are available 
for QLQ-C30 but not for the BR-23 module. Overall, QOL 
scores in present study were similar or slightly better 
than the GEC-ESTRO and EORTC reference cohorts, with 
generally higher function scores and lower symptom 
scores, except in sexual functioning and sexual enjoy-
ment domains. To note, only 17.6% patients in our study  
(WBRT = 15, APBI = 9) reported being sexually active. 
A comparison of patients’ characteristics between the 
GEC-ESTRO cohort and our institutional APBI group was 
previously reported [13], and revealed that the patholog-

Table 2. Mean quality of life (QOL) scores for matched cohorts 

QOL domain Propensity-matched cohort (N = 163) 

WBRT, n = 99 APBI, n = 64 p-value* 

QLQ-C30 functional scale 

Global health score 80.0 ±16.0 78.6 ±15.4 0.586 

Physical function 91.2 ±11.8 86.7 ±16.1 0.052 

Role function 97.0 ±11.0 91.4 ±15.7 0.015 

Emotional function 88.6 ±19.3 82.9 ±20.7 0.080 

Cognitive function 93.1 ±13.9 88.3 ±14.5 0.037 

Social function 94.4 ±16.5 95.1 ±11.4 0.781 

QLQ-C30 symptom scale 

Fatigue 19.8 ±17.8 23.6 ±18.9 0.196 

Nausea/vomiting 4.2 ±11.0 4.7 ±10.1 0.775 

Pain 8.2 ±16.7 16.1 ±22.2 0.017 

Dyspnea 5.7 ±14.3 7.8 ±16.5 0.408 

Sleeplessness 8.4 ±23.0 15.1 ±23.7 0.078 

Appetite loss 3.7 ±13.4 10.9 ±20.6 0.015 

Financial difficulties 10.1 ±22.1 13.5 ±21.2 0.321 

QLQ-BR23 functional scale 

Body image 95.9 ±12.1 94.3 ±14.1 0.466 

Sexual functioning 6.2 ±15.0 4.9 ±12.1 0.550 

Sexual enjoyment 39.2 ±24.2 33.3 ±0.0 0.332 

Future perspective 85.5 ±23.4 81.5 ±24.5 0.300 

QLQ-BR23 symptom scale 

Systemic therapy side effects 9.3 ±11.9 12.2 ±13.0 0.151 

Breast symptoms 6.4 ±12.5 6.8 ±10.4 0.836 

Arm symptoms 11.4 ±13.5 13.9 ±13.6 0.263 

Upset by hair loss 22.7 ±26.0 51.9 ±34.7 0.006 

*p value < 0.05 and having ≥ 10-point difference in the score highlighted in bold 
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ical tumor size tended to be larger and the proportion 
of estrogen receptor (ER) positive tumors was lower in 
our patients. These differences also contributed to an 
increased use of chemotherapy in our patients’ cohort. 
Nonetheless, clinical outcomes were satisfactory, with 
7-year disease-free survival of 97.5% and overall surviv-
al of 89%. High level of patient satisfaction with APBI, 
as observed previously [14], and similar QOL scores in 
the present study should encourage further uptake of 
APBI for suitably selected patients with early breast can-
cer in India. Additionally, it was impossible to embark 
randomized evidence in Indian setting, especially using 

brachytherapy because of the lack of availability of the 
expertise for breast brachytherapy across the country. 

Clinical efficacy of APBI has been proven in compari-
son to WBRT, with high rates of patients’ satisfaction and 
cosmesis [6, 7, 13, 22]. Also, patient-reported QOL has 
been observed to be similar or better than WBRT in ran-
domized trials as well as prospective studies [9, 10, 15, 23]. 
In addition to multi-catheter interstitial brachytherapy, 
QOL has also been assessed in patients treated with other 
APBI techniques. In a study comparing QOL between in-
tensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT)-based APBI 
to WBRT, QOL scores up to two years post-radiotherapy 
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were better with APBI [23]. Another study showed better 
QOL scores with APBI using single-lumen and multi-lu-
men brachytherapy as compared to WBRT [8]. The results 
from our study are in concordance with the global experi-
ence, and confirm good QOL outcomes in Indian patients 
treated with APBI for localized early breast cancer. 

There are some drawbacks to be acknowledged in this 
study. A single cross-sectional QOL assessment in 18-36 
months follow-up period to assess long-term patients’ QOL 
outcomes is simple and practical, but less desirable than lon-
gitudinal assessment at multiple time points. The longitu-
dinal assessment of late toxicity and QOL has been initiated 
as a part of separate prospective study on recently treated 
patients, and will be published as soon as the data matures. 
Patients’ selection for APBI was based on strict recommen-
dations of global professional societies, which include stage 
T1-T2 post-menopausal women with node-negative breast 
cancer [2, 24]. Patients not meeting these criteria were treat-
ed with WBRT, along with more extensive surgery and/or  
more intensive chemotherapy, depending on the tumor 
stage. Propensity-score matching between APBI and WBRT 
groups minimizes the confounding effect of various tumor 
and treatment factors upon the QOL scores, and improves 
the quality of comparison. However, the influence of selec-
tion bias and unknown confounding variables cannot be 
completely eliminated. Unlike in Western countries, where 
screen-detected breast cancer is common and suitable for 
brachytherapy, early breast cancer patients treated with 
APBI have larger tumors and higher grade. Regardless of 
the above, excellent outcomes have been reported for APBI 
from our institute [25]. Therefore, indirect comparison has 
been performed with due acknowledgement of various 
known/unknown biases. 

The relevance of small but statistically significant 
difference in QOL sub-scales between APBI and WBRT 
can be debated depending on the definition of clinical-
ly meaningful difference. Whether such small differenc-
es can influence treatment decisions, when considering 
overall treatment time, resources, and costs associated 
with APBI, this is something for every radiation oncolo-
gist to consider in their own clinical practice. 

Conclusions 
Patients with breast cancer undergoing breast-con-

serving surgery and adjuvant radiotherapy report high 
QOL scores. The modality of adjuvant radiation (APBI or 
WBRT) did not have a clinically significant difference in 
the QOL of patients. Hence, this study supports the use of 
APBI and higher adoption of this modality in the breast 
cancer radiotherapy practices in India.
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Appendix 1. Mean quality of life (QOL) scores for unmatched cohorts 

QOL domain Unmatched cohort 
(N = 320) 

WBRT, n = 240 APBI, n = 80 p-value 

QLQ-C30 functional scale 

Global health score 81.2 ±14.7 76.9 ±17.6 0.056 

Physical function 91.5 ±12.0 85.9 ±17.7 0.009 

Role function 96.1 ±12.1 92.5 ±14.7 0.050 

Emotional function 88.9 ±17.5 83.3 ±21.8 0.039 

Cognitive function 92.5 ±13.5 88.5 ±15.1 0.036 

Social function 94.3 ±16.1 95.6 ±10.5 0.427 

QLQ-C30 symptom scale 

Fatigue 18.1 ±17.3 23.2 ±19.8 0.042 

Nausea/vomiting 3.6 ±9.4 3.9 ±9.2 0.773 

Pain 8.3 ±15.9 15.6 ±21.3 0.005 

Dyspnea 5.7 ±13.6 8.3 ±16.3 0.196 

Sleeplessness 8.0 ±19.5 13.3 ±22.9 0.067 

Appetite loss 4.7 ±13.8 10.8 ±21.7 0.020 

Financial difficulties 13.9 ±25.5 12.1 ±20.0 0.650 

QLQ-BR23 functional scale 

Body image 95.6 ±11.2 94.6 ±13.1 0.570 

Sexual functioning 10.0 ±18.9 4.4 ±11.5 0.002 

Sexual enjoyment 44.4 ±26.2 30.6 ±9.6 0.003 

Future perspective 81.8 ±26.0 82.3 ±24.9 0.885 

QLQ-BR23 symptom scale 

Systemic therapy side effects 9.1 ±11.1 12.1 ±14.2 0.093 

Breast symptoms 5.6 ±10.3 7.8 ±11.6 0.124 

Arm symptoms 11.3 ±11.9 15.7 ±16.5 0.031 

Upset by hair loss 35.6 ±50.6 51.5 ±3.7 0.108 
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